Our Twenty-Eighth Season

Newark, 12, New Jersey
El Paso, Texas
Phillipsburg, Kansas
Sydney, Nova Scotia
Salida, Colorado

CO-OPERATION IS THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

"I must thank all who sent me v/s which I requested in the June issue. It is just that mutual co-operation that makes for a successful Club and a useful bulletin."

-Doug Murray - 1 Churchill St., Truro, N.S.

SENDERS OF V/S LISTED ON PAGE 2

And our deadlines in Brooklyn and Lemoyne will be Tuesday, August 15, and in Mendota it will be Wednesday, August 16. Let us hear from you. This will be the final issue of Season #28 for the NRG, and also the last issue before the Amarillo Convention.

NOTICE RECEIVED FROM THE FCC

As a result of the contract recently awarded to the Seabrooks Printing Co., Inc., 514 10th St., N.W. Washington D.C., for the duplication and sale of non-government frequency lists, the publications issued at no cost in the past by the Commission, through its BC-12 mailing list, as a service to interested parties in the broadcasting industry, will no longer be distributed. These publications include the "Official List for Information of Notified Assignments of Standard Broadcast Stations in the United States", all lists containing amendments and corrections thereto; notification lists of standard broadcast stations received from foreign countries; and lists of television broadcast stations in foreign countries which are officially notified to the Commission. All firms and individuals interested in continuing to receive these publications may purchase them from the Seabrooks Printing Co. in full volume at a cost of 35 cents per page.
Greetings from another Panhandler, hi! Mostly SW DX on the 1000-D. Japan 17.725, Peaking 17.745 and a few others. BCB DX (can't find the scratch sheet so will have to blow this off the top of my head) - TWI-775, second best LA on band; YMOI-325, usual signal; YNW-1-875, surprisingly strong and even better than YNW-935; TIRS-975, utterly beautiful signal aside from QRM; YSC-1015, OK signal, no trouble from KBWU (get them in Amarillo? H?) TIFG-1075; unID on 1095, and the powerful Cuban on 1160. 8 knocking out KSL. Nothing terribly interesting. Not a peep on 1325, so maybe 47 is on 1330 this time of year. Might try tower DX at KTUE if the noise level ever goes down. Only 207 feet tall. Where to put receiver? XR shack is so tiny, have to fix the thing standing up (oh man, four breakdows on four consecutive days is too much!) so figuring a place for the DX-71 is a bother. At KOLR, main problem was roads usually too icy on weekends, so maintenance OK on weekdays, but come Sunday night and I'd want to DX, no go. The Hammarlund and Webcor people should investigate the Amarillo dens. Looks like I'll have to outfit my shack likewise to keep up. HQ-100, HQ-150, HQ-160, HQ-180, and Webcor recorders everywhere ('feel left out, Neil?') Say, anyone looking for a good receiver - Fair Radio Sales in Lima, Ohio, has RCA AR-38s going for $185. Very good. Oh, Barry Electronics has Hallicrafters version of SP-600 and SP-600 JX at only $450. I'd still stack this one up against anything (Yes, even HQ-180 and HRO-60) on a clear channel. Will see you people in Amarillo. Miami Beach '64! Say, checked over past Musings. Here are the five most popular RX - 1- S-38 series. 2- HQ-180. 3 HQ-180. 4- Zenith Royal 1000. 5- A tie between SX-99, SXe62 and NC-125. That's right! 73.

Tom Shindleeacker - 421 Glen-Moore Boulevard - New Castle, Pennsylvania

Time for a long overdue Musing from this rather inactive DXer. The close of school for another summer means however that I have the opportunity to do a little summer listening, and so far it has been without some good catches. Log now stands at 984, with high hopes of hearing that 1,000th station before the summer is out. Veries remain as they have for over a year at 249. New to latest catches: May 31- WCNS-900 call change at 2:30 p.m., followed by WRYT-1250 at 9:25 p.m., both locals. June 4- WYSL-1060 call change after WEEP s/off at 3:50 p.m. June 5- WEAW-980 at 7:34 p.m., one of my most wanted stations. WELU-1280 s/off at 7:45 p.m., immediately followed by same from WNYX-1480. WJW-910 call change at 8 p.m., and WPET-950 s/off at 8:03. June 6- WJES-1570 ET at 12:15 p.m., WYUQ-970 ET under WW$ at 1:25, and WLLJ-1580 ET at 1:37. June 7- KUTT-1550 ET at 3:57 for my third South Dakotan, WKIG-1590 ET at 4:22. WPIS-1290 heard with Pirate game on June 10 at 1:31 a.m. June 13- WCME-1580 s/off at 8:15; WFKW-1570 s/off at 8:30. June 21- WIRV-1550 s/off at 8:00, followed by WDLR-1560 s/off from my home nine months of the year while at school. WOVF-1570 s/off at 8:30. June 23- KKJO-1550 AN at 3:10, WYAI-1280 s/on at 4:05, WPRT-980 booming in at 4:25; long-awaited WSG-790 at 4:37, and finally WXG-950 at 4:40 a.m. Those are the latest loggings. I have not done any verifying in the past year because I'll not be living in Pennsylvania any more except during the summers for the next two years, and I'll want to start a new log when I begin work, probably in Nashville, Tenn. I will be Sports Director of the mighty ten watt WSN "The Voice of Ohio Wesleyan and Delaware County" at 91.1 on the dial in the fall. This will involve some 20 football broadcasts, 25 basketball, and 12 baseball, as well as a ten minute show nightly. Enough of that - summertime means travel time for many NRCers and 421 is always open if any of you should come through New Castle. 73s and I hope to see many of you in Amarillo in September!

Stan Morse - R. R. 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

5/29- KQV and WCAE both noted on this Monday AM - WCAE repeating the "KAOS Radio" record AN, real public service. WEAM-1590 test at 2:40. KWNT-1580 Davenport, Iowa test 3:04 for a new one for me. 6/2- WIRV-1550 Irvine, Ky. ET at 2:54 a.m. for a new one. WCGY-1520 Columbia Pa. testing 3:12 a.m. EST. 6/5- WRYT, ex-WCAE Pittsburgh AN show seven days. 6/14- Verie WPUP with coverage map and rate card. 6/19- WWHR-1550 test at 2:38 a.m., new here. If you get up this way drop around - I'm usually around some place on the farm. I note I have a new member just around the corner so to speak, Pat Sullivan.

IT'S ONLY ABOUT A MONTH AWAY - THE N.R.C. AMARILLO CONVENTION! BE SURE TO COME DOWN TO AMARILLO. SEE FURTHER DETAILS IN THIS ISSUE. SEPTEMBER 2-3-4! EVERYBODY COME!
Hi fellows, Been some time now since I've had my two cents' worth in here, so I will get right down to facts. First of all, I don't know where the info came from on WASS-1570 in Ashburn, Ga. It is wrong right from the start. Their call is WJBS. They operate on 1570 kc/s, with 1 kw. and they are owned and operated by Radio Ashburn, Inc. They are local here with non-directional antenna. No change at night since they are daylight only. S/off is at 7:45 a.m. EST with no National Anthem. They run a tape quite often with slogan "Town and Country Radio" and it sounds like a broken record if you hear it. I have been waiting for this bit of info, and here it is. Local WMJM here on 1490 kc/s, has gotten their grant now to operate on 1490 with daytime output of 1 kw., and night 250 w. I may be too late with this due to only one paper per month during the summer, but they have moved the XR in, and will be ready shortly to begin testing with the 250 w. and the 1 kw. outputs at night. I have been told they will ask for reports, and I am going to see if I can get them to at least keep a record of the music, tone, etc. they will use. The announcer who will be on helping with the test is a very good friend of mine, and I know he will do all that he can. Now since WMJM is about to be ready to go August 1, the old RCA BT-250 will be sent to Montezuma Ga. for use in the outlet there on 1050 kc/s, WMNZ. The antenna is already up for WMNZ, so watch for this one during August for their testing. WMNZ and WMJM are part of a group of stations owned and operated by Southeastern Broadcasting, Inc. There are six stations in all. I haven't been doing too much DX as far as the BCB goes, but have been catching up some stations on SW. I have two reports out, one to CJBC, because 860 kc/s, is usually one big jumble here at night, and I happened to hear CJBC on 5/22 at their 1:00 a.m. s/off. I had the chance to hear the new all-female Voice of Eastern Tennessee, WSKT on a frequency that probably scared them when I sent in my report to them. Two weeks ago I was tuning around 7 mg/s. and I believe around 7.175 mg/s. I came across this station with female announcer, and believe it or not it was WSKT on about a fourth harmonic. I checked the 1800 kc/s frequency but nothing there and this was at 1:00 p.m. EST. I sent a report for this harmonic. Must have scared them. Haven't heard anything from them. Enough for now and 73s to you all from Ron.

John Feltman - 551 Grace Avenue - Phillipsburg, New Jersey

I don't have too many new ones since my last report. On 5/19 at 7:10 p.m. I heard WDVA-1250 and WGVA-1240 ID at 9:00 p.m. 5/20- CKMP-1230 in at 12:05 a.m. after local WEEK s/off; the new WJES-1570 testing on 1570 from 12:45 to 1:45 a.m. with 250 watts. I finally heard ID on KEB-940 Mexico City. On 5/24 I was surprised to hear WJEK-1560 under WTOP from 9:15 to 9:20 p.m. Last DXing was on 5/26 when WWSC-1460 Glens Falls, N.Y. was heard on AM and at 1:25 a.m. I logged WGIC-1440Brunswick, Ga. Also heard WNCA-1570 testing. On 6/19 I heard the new WYR-1250 in Pittsburgh. Verie from WZT but nothing from WLLJ yet. Since May 27 I've been spending a lot of time on TV DX. I have logged 51 TV stations this season on the low bands. I've gotten 11 of these verified out of 13 reports sent. Some of the best were KTFY-TV-5 Bismarck; KXJB-4 Valley City, N.C.; WEZ-2 Baton Rouge, La., and KNOP-2 North Platte, Nebr. I have now received every low band (2-6) TV station in Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana. If anyone else has been doing some TV DXing, I'd like to hear from you. Thanks for the cards, Park B. and Wayne A. I guess that does it till next month. 73s.

Daniel Miller - 1121 Parkway - Covington, Kentucky

Greetings! No new stations logged but one, CHML. However I have been getting quite a few veries which include cards from WRVA-1140 WIBC-1070 WVLK-590 WAVE-970 CHML-900. Letters in from WSZQ-530 (after second report) WABE-770 WORX-1270. Newcomers and old-timers alike should know that, for the asking, they can receive any or all of the DX helps (high voltage decals, Time conversion charts, reporting code leaflet, DX Log) from Popular Electronics. The address to write to is Short Wave Editor, P.O. Box 254, Haddonfield, New Jersey. They ask that you kindly include return postage. I had a very pleasant surprise in the form of a postcard and letter from C. Wayne Alcott of Hampton, Va. Wrote a very fine letter and sure seems to be a great guy! Well, by the time you read this I will have turned 14 and I am hoping for a Heathkit Q-Multiplier as a gift. My receiver sure needs it! I get WGY-1530 from 1:00 to 1600. I have not been able to DX too much lately because of a case of the mumps, but recently I am back to my dial twisting again. Sorry I don't have anything more to report, but be sure to order the items I mentioned above as I have found them all a big help. That is all for now - best DX and 73s to you all.
Hi again. I guess it's time that I sent in another Musing report. The last one was on April 29. I have, as I said in my last report, a new radio, but like new radios do they break and this one spent about two weeks in the repair shop due to faulty wiring in and around the loop antenna. Not being an electrician, I know little about any inner workings of the machine. Anyway, now down to DX. In spite of what everyone says about summer DX, distance is excellent. New stations in the surrounding states and provinces include: KDOV-1300 KGVO-1290 KSEM-1470 CKRD-850 CFJC-910 KXRQ-1320 KNN-1349 KWHO-860 KORK-1340 KLGO-1340 KMWY-960, new on the air KAFY-1329, and KINQ-630. For distance: CJGK-940 WLAC-1510 KKJ0-1550 CKY-830 KRAZ-1530 KFHE-1330 KSTP-1500 WEZ-1030 (loud and clear) CKRC-630 CFAM-1290 WNEW-1130 (local CKWX was off for one hour to check equipment) WSM-650 KRLD-1080 KNOX-1120 and WDN-700. With the acquisition of WFM, I filled in the last blank frequency in my station list. My total received is now 274, my goal is 300 by the end of the year. I haven't noticed too many reports in the Musings of reception of our locals so I'll give you some information on the local ANs. CKWX-1130 and CKWY-980 are 24 hours, CFUN-1410 same, off Monday morning. CKLG-730 runs until 2:00 a.m. PDT, off at midnight Sunday. In Victoria, CKDA-1290 runs AN, off Monday morning. A correction for Jones Log - CJVI-900 is not AN - they quit about a year ago. All other stations around this area except CFAX-810 are on until midnight. CFAX s/off at sunset. New Radio KAFY s/off at 9:15 PDT. That's it this time. 73s.

Ten Mackey - Divisional Engineers Office - Dunedin, New Zealand

News item, courtesy Dunedin Drums (Tom-Toms). The Beveridge 808 Selectojet came into a perfect looking at Long Beach this morning and out stepped the two first volunteers to be accepted by Pres. Kennedy's Peace Corps; airmen Pat Reilly and Carroll Seth. Long Beach DX field was chosen as Harewood, Christchurch International Airport was snowed under with WETT and KOLD. The k-TWO WERE given a KOT WELCOME. KTHQ vs SUN WAS A shilling WAND apart WFRoM some cocoanut throwing from the native Makis and Kusheen (WHO thought the envos were JUST WORKING a WRAKet to steal KORR) everyone gave them a rousing welcome. Local stations in the old home town were even louder in New Zealand and with NZers and Aussies coming through so thick and fast there was a traffic jam in Peacean Seth's ear horn. By midnight the first night these two brave Pilgrim Fathers had written out so many loggings they were out KOLD. Around dawn when the Godwines arched overseas the rarest catch of all was made, Radio Swan just came in for a new moments, then took a dive - WHAT a WCOV! Then it happened - the alarm rang and it was time for our two brave heroes to get up and go home - what a Convention!

Paekakariki in '63. If any apce left you could also add: Recent loggings are Lao-1340 Pyongyang-825 Goa-860 Moscow III 1277, Kuwait-1345 KVHL DZLB DZEE DXCC Cairo-520 WNYX XEJJ CG14 OAK1 IEOY TGW WCKR KKKO WLEN DYZE KSNT Okinawa-790 Saigon-510 DYT BT on 1360, Sirnagar-1490 Hong Kong-1530 off at 7:05 a.m. PST. Recent veries are CKDM WEEB KOMY KKA KLEI 9TC (50 watts) WJEM KNDI KFNM WJT JET 1ZD KDY SDC KPOP Pyongyang-1155 HIUA WDLR KARE ZCO WSGN WELZ KLGR KICB KTHS KDY and Kuwait. Tonga and Kuwait bring countries to 114. We have just published a new P-A-L, Pacific Asian Log here. It includes Australian NZ schedules, addresses and correct up to June. We are selling, 50 cents a copy. Seven 7- p and a 1- stamp to Box 178, Dunedin, New Zealand will get you one. Chario from New Zealand.

Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1415 Padadena Avenue - Omaha 7, Nebraska

Hello again from Omaha. I guess two months have passed again without a report of DX CX at this den. Here are my few new stations logged since last report. 5/13- KKV-910 Texas. 5/3- WJUD-1580 Mich. 6/8- Stations KOTF-1260 Minn. and KSPL-1260 Texas. 6/10- KBWR-800, Colo. 5/12- KHHN-1340 Okla. 6/20- CJNB-1460 Sask. 6/23- KJJO-1550 Mo. 7/5- KPAI-1060 Calif., and WCAE-1280 Pa. And finally on 7/10, KFKU-1260, Kansas. I hope to meet all the members come the Labor Day weekend, which will be the time for the big NRC Convention in the Panhandle City of the second largest state - Texas - AMARILLO! See you in Amarillo! Before those big days, I hope to take a vacation somewhere out West. Would like to see the states of Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico. Oh yes, Amarillo! In June, I did a little changing of the antenna. From the one, 280' parallelogram, I made two antennas. One is 180' and the other is 100'. The short one is used during daytime and the longer antenna is for night use only. Now I hope to get all 17 tubes checked so I will be ready for winter DX. See you in Amarillo. 73s.
Hi gang! ZID-540 Kabul-630 Belgrade-683 CBN-540 XYZ-955 Cuttack-365 Dakar-1304. No, I didn’t hear these, but it does look impressive, doesn’t it? (Chork-chork.) Not much terribly exciting here, but what there is, will fill you in. First, our new postal rates: First Class, 11¢; Aerograms, 11¢; air mail to LAs, 15¢; to Europe, 15¢, rest of world, 25¢. Only increase is to LAs, so the world isn’t at an end after all. Finally decided to get a new receiver as it got to be a drag fighting the SX-71. Being as all the Amarillo gang are Hammarlund fans, thought I’d be a good Joe and go along with the crowd. I should have it in a couple of weeks. Decided to pick the best, much better than GFR-90XK, HNO-50 or even HX-180—the SP-600, of course! Yes, really! Getting it from Amateur Electronic Supply of Milwaukee. SP-600 has much better rejection of images than Collins 51J-4 and as to sensitivity, rated sensitivity is meaningless at CBE frequencies, unless for an antenna you’re using a piece of wet spaghetti grounded at the near end! Hope to be a bit more active next season. Say, lest anyone misinterpret Carroll Seth’s comments about DXing Horizons in the June Musings, all that’s changed is the title. We’re still going strong under the title of Citizens Band Horizons, being as Horizons Publications has three magazines now. I hope the use of past tense was a slip of the pen. All support has been (and still is) appreciated. Kudos to Roy Miller, Keith Robinson, Bengt Ericson, for being so consistent. Thanks! I’m sure Fred V.V. understands my position. You can’t have a column without contributors! There were others, but the above three are “tops.” DX has been fairly good—(Who’s on 925 and 11427) with 4W 4VS HOU in, also HJCU-735 in OK, and one on 895 that s/off 11:58 p.m. The one on 925 s/off 12:02 a.m. Ideas, anyone? 73 for now.

Ed Setterlwaite Jr. - 69 Homestead Drive - Doylestown, Pennsylvania

Greetings. Just a note to say that I’m still around, although I haven’t done any serious DXing for almost a month. Recent catches and reporting are fairly well summarized in the v/s list. Other new catches which haven’t verified are WCGU and WRIK-540, and WWNR-520. Recent cards unsigned or illegible also include WIBG WINS WBN WVR TMJ, and CXV. Note that WQR now verifies with letter, and if requested, advertising folder and coverage map. I believe they were a recent non-verifier. Other verie of note is VP4RD. They sent a form letter and apology after a f/up and then a few weeks later a second unrequested form verie. Perhaps they have finally begun to go through last winter’s reports. Otherwise, the verie piece is very discouraging. I have decided not to bother reporting the easier stations in the future— with the low returns and unattractive veries I’ve been getting it just doesn’t seem worth the time and expense. Out of 200 reports sent since October, returns on the first 100 stand at 82% after several f/ups; on the second, 77%; and on the last 50, 62% (all but a few out over a month, mainly to low-powered semi-locals). The situation is especially annoying because, judging from other DXers’ verie collections, stations which have ignored my reports and f/ups veried readily only a year or two ago. Examples are WMAL WNEW WABW WOKY WADS. Finally I don’t feel that some of the card veries being used increasingly (WINS WAYE WHEQ) are worth the time I figure each domestic report costs me (not to mention the time involved.) Is this opinion purely my own, or do DXers with more experience also feel the stations are no longer interested in DX and that the situation is getting worse each year? 73.

Ev Johnson - 504 16th Street - Mendota, Illinois

DX very slow here during June and July, but will send along what I have heard to help fill the pages of NRE bulletins. On June 25 KESM-1580 Eldorado Springs, Co. on for ET 7/2- Brought in WSHN-1550 Fremont Mich. RS and s/off at 7:55 p.m. On 7/9 CJNB heard with WX and WX and Sports at 2:00-2:05. I have whittled my reports that have not veried to 17 now, with a few veries back; six for June and five for July. F/ups have gone out to all but June and July reports. New veries are KESM-1580 WELZ-1450 WRKT-1300 WCJU-1450 and WTLQ-1440 to make my total now 2,169. Thanks to all who have written and will answer when possible. Just too busy in the summer to answer right back. Hope you are having good DX, those who can stand the static, hi! CX have been quite good as Monday AM, 7/10 KWWQ-1410 in like a local, also KIRK-1450 and many others not needed here though. Also thanks to those who make DXDD possible. Will no doubt have a full stencil again I hope; WIXN-1460 not on air yet but hear OC at times. Guess that’s all from this DX den, Am anxious for September to roll around and get down to real DX again, 128 veries since last Sept. 1. I want 130 by Sept. 1 1962 to make 2,300. Best DX and 73s and good summer to all.
Hi gang! Greetings from Convention HQ! We now have made definite arrangements for the banquets and other festivities for the wonderful 1961 Convention. You—all come to Amarillo for the fun over Sept. 2-3-4! If anyone is interested in going to Del Rio prior to Convention write me now. I enjoyed Carroll Seth's poem in June DX NEWS along with the new AN column. I think this column is definitely an asset and worthy of support. Jeff and I just answered a very interesting tape from Arthur Cushing in New Zealand. When I visited KFBB in Fairbanks last summer, I found a very interesting reception report from an NRCer. The report read, "I heard KFBB at 2200 EST. Good signal. Please verify." There were no program details given. Both Jeff and I have access to this report. It's a pity we have such a member in the NEC, isn't it? This member obviously knows that this report was sent by him and I wish he would take a hint. If he doesn't, he can look for direct criticism from these two Amarillo members and many more NRCers. I'm sure, including Fred Speck. Now to DX. 6/12- WGGO-1590 r/c 1:04; KIHN-1240 Hugo Okla. r/c 1:15; KDHJ-1250 f/c 2:30-2:45; KONY-910 f/c 2:45-3; KJID-1490 Caldwell, Ida. AN; KARR-1500 f/c 4:25-4:35; KTIP-1450 AN; HIN-1280 Dominican Republic s/on 4:45 in clear; WSKT-1580 Tenn. s/on 5:18. 6/13: WYBE-650 f/c 1-1:15 TT; KVSO-1240 Okla. f/c 1:25-1:35; KKBG-1390 N.M. ET s/on 2:24; KQDI-1350 N.D. f/c-M 2:35; KRAL-1240 Wyo. f/c 3:00. 3/14: KUKO-1370 Tex. f/c 2:22; KXNT/KEUH-1580 ETs 3:04; WUPF-1230 Fla. r/c 3:40; WXYT-1500 AN; WYGL-1580 S.C. s/on 5:15; WCAS-1580 Ga. s/on 5:31. 3/15: KEK-1430 Tex. f/c 1:22; KSLY-1240 Colo. f/c 2:24; WNYW-1230 Fla. AN; WYI-1230 Miss. f/c code 4:35. 6/16- KVMT-1580 Ia. f/c 3:34; WYK NOT AN 930; WKLX-850 N.C. 4:34 RS; WOR-1580 S.C. s/on 5:03; 4W-1324 Haiti ID 9:15 p.m. with near-perfect signal; ORXKX-895 Lima, Peru (Radio El Sol) ID 9:53 EST. 6/17- KKKK-1240 Tex. f/c 1:42; KCON-1280 Neb. f/c 1:45; KSJS-590 Col. f/c 2:10; KLLC-1230 Ia. f/c 2:17; WHEF-1270 I11. ET 2:15; WUDN-230 N.Y. RS 4:30 with WKY off. 6/18- KIUP-930 Colo. f/c 2:02. 6/19- WMBS-1570 Ga. ET 3:15 with KERN off; WKKO-1570 Ky. s/on 5:01 SSB. 6/19- WKE-800 W.Va. s/on 5; WISD-1220 Va. s/on 5:16; YSC-1015 Salvador s/on 5:55. 6/21- KVVC-1240 Ark. f/c 1:35; WCG-1370 Wis. f/c 1:40; KMHT-1400 Tex. ET 2:10; TGUX-1020 Guatemala AN; KBU-1310 Ariz. ET 3:32. HGJS-700 Quito Ecuador heard amny Ads is 55 5:30-5 over WINS. 73a.

Buddy Dillard - P. O. Box 185 - Murfreesboro, Arkansas

Hi gang. Long time no report. Had a real nice weekend visit from Frank Williams of KGBS Land. He was here visiting relatives. What a coincidence that he used to live in this part of the country. I finally joined the group of fellows DXing with communications receivers. I bought a Knight-R-100 from Allied Radio. I put it together and it actually works. I would recommend it to anyone looking for a good receiver. It's really worth the money. The Q multiplier really takes out static and adjacent frequency interference. Does anyone know where I can get some info on loops? I will have to build one for the R-100. The Spartan has a loop but I want a better one for the new receiver. Do Dr. Peppers exist in Amarillo? If I make it to the Convention I want to know if I should bring a case for myself and Stan Morsse. I love 'em too, Stan Now to DX. 4/1- WFF-1500 Columbus, Miss. on initial ET at 2:05 EST and WIBI-1220 Denham Springs La. at 6:45 a.m. 4/2- XEB-1220 Mexico City at 1 a.m. 4/3- KCTX-1510 Childress, Tex. on r/c at 2 a.m. and Radio Swan at 11:30 p.m. s/off. 4/8- WELI-1070 Lookout Mountain, Tenn. at 4:45 a.m.; WJR-600 Winston-Salem, N.C. at 5:10 a.m. and WBOA-930 Gadsden, Ala. at 5:15. KKKK-1150 Los Angeles and WME-1140 Miami came into the fold on 4/17, both at 3 a.m. On 4/24 I added WTMP in Tampa, Fla. and WIX in Orangeburg, S.C. both on tests at 4:55 a.m. on 1150. 6/5- WITU-1490 Tupelo, Miss. at 3 a.m. on 85. On 6/7 at 11:30 I heard the brand new KVBB-1380 in Conway, Ark. 8/18- WKKK-1280 Oak Grove, La. at 7 p.m. All that looks like I've been pretty active but those new stations were spread out over ten weeks' time. All of the above were heard on the Spartan. That's all about for now. Smaagd. 73a.

Wayne Pierce - 400 Winans Avenue - Vestal, New York

WMLP has changed from 1570 to 1360 kc/s. The Gf, Duane A. Durt is a very nice person with a desire to learn of WMLP's effectiveness. So how about sending him a report on WMLP and its new frequency? He never has had any knowledge of the Club, so let's swap him in reports and demonstrate what the Club can do. They plan on changing to 5,000 watts as soon as the frequency change is cleared up. They won't be on nights because of the staff problem. Anyone who digs "The Hound" on WNDR-1260 Syracuse, N.Y. might try WABY Albany, 1400. He's on at least two stations at the same time. 73s.
Hi, fellow Dodger fans! Summer DX has been pretty good here, enabling me to log thunderstorms as far away as Kentucky. Yup, I just invested 130 shekels on a Webcor Regent tape recorder. I got tired of being left out of the fun, and now I'll join the group of nuts who correspond by tape. Prepare yourselves, Wilson and Dillard! Of course, the main reason I bought it was as an aid in reporting stations. I figured the recorder would be a greater aid to me than a better receiver for now. To DX, I've heard TEs from both KILA-1500 and KGEB-900, due to s/on soon. Since I'm about the closest to KGEB in West Covina, I want very much to be the first one to report them. That's a challenge for you San Diego members! Recently logged here are KCBU XETRA (ex-XEBA) KDHT KOHL KUKI KBBS KIAM. Log total now at 354, aiming for 400 by Christmas. Veres now at 88, aiming for 200 by Christmas, and recent QSLs are from: CBYX CFEN (hi John) XETRA KDBM KFCP KPMC KERN KWIZ. I now have over 40 reports in the mail, so they should be flooding in here pretty soon. To all of you survey collectors, I now have an inexhaustable source of KLRA and KBWE surveys. If anybody wants any of these, just drop me a card. I too collect surveys, and I would appreciate any and all from wherever you may be. Thanks to Bowab, Wilson, and Alcott for surveys from their areas, and a special thanks to Fran Nittler for his fine assistance in the sending of QSLs. And while I'm at it, thanks also to Buddy Dillard for the fine time he provided me while I was on vacation in his area. A question, someone: What is the population of the NRC now? Sure seems to be a lot of guys joining us every issue. Next semester I'm heading for Compton College just South of KGES Land in Compton. I shrewdly arranged for my first class on Monday to begin at 10 a.m. and I don't have to tell you guys why, hi! "Forethought and planning." Hope everyone plays it cool, and leaves the microwaves stations in Utah and Nevada alone from now on. Six dozen and one.

Jeff Lob - 93 Oakview Terrace - Short Hills, New Jersey

Vacation! Summer CX means no DX. Phurtzigal! Big wide, wonderful verie from CHUB-1570 for week-old report. Heard their s/off @ 2:07 a.m. Who says they stay on till 4:07? And signals taped but latter not sent. Also due to WCAE's being off AN for a few days a few weeks ago I was able to hook two new 1460 additions, CJNE and KENO. The former's s/off @ 2:05, KENO AN for my first Nebraska. Tape sent. Others: WHYT, call change from WCAE-1250 (24 hours of mushy music), WAOI-1380, WVMW-1430 WHVR-1230 WX1-76C, WOTW-1-50 (no KKEO as yet) WERN-1410 and WKM-1440 on f/cs (two non-believers in verifying) and undIDed f/cs from KLAR-920 and KCCR-1590. No tentatives sent. Through lively correspondence with Radio Trinidad, I have finally received a verie along with helpful information on other Trinidad stations requested. The following was received:

Radio Trinidad (VP4RD) 730 kc/s., 20,000 watts AM, 95.1 mg/s., FM with 2,500 watts.

Address: Broadcasting House, 11-b Maraval Road, Port-of-Spain. Radio Guardian, 610 kc/s., 10,000 watts, AM, 98.7 mg/s. FM with 250 watts, competitive commercial station to VP4RD. WVDI, U.S. Navy Base at Chaguaramas (NW tip of island) 570 kc/s. (apparently not 600 kc/s, as many sources say) 250 watts, primarily intended for entertainment of Navy personnel residing at the base. All previously stated stations use AST. Hope this info useful. More DX: KMQO-1510 verie, verie from WSKY-TV-5, Mobile, Ala. for my first long-range TV DX. Channel 5, New York, off due to power failure (what a mess!) WERA finally opened up with periodical tests. I may actually condescend (hi) to buying $40 Navy direction-finding receiver from nearby surplus junk store. Strictly BGB, five-day trial. Can't lose (?). That's about all the odds and ends floating around Oakview. 73 and happy DX to all you braver members.

John Callarman - 3314 Douglas - Apt. 3 - Dallas 19, Texas

I've deserted the ranks of the NRC disc jockeys, at least temporarily, and am now with the Social Security Administration. I have schooling through October 27, most of it at Dallas, but with three weeks at Baltimore beginning next Monday, July 17. Hope to see some of the members I've met before, and some of these I've never met, while in Baltimore. I'll be at the St. James Infirmary - I mean, the St. James Hotel. I hope to make it back to Brooklyn, too, while I'm in the area. Amarillo Convention plays progressing, despite my desertion, and I hope to be able to get back to the home area for the get-together. Y'know, that would be a heck of a note if I missed the AMARILLO Convention! After October 27th, I am to be assigned to one of 55 locations in the South-Western states: New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana. Luck to all.

NOTE FROM EDITOR: We have over 100 more v/s which we are holding over for the August issue. Please however, keep sending them in. Thank you!
Greetings.

ICARI-550

If anyone can aid me, I have the QSLs. The Canadian daytimers are the most listened-to stations in Canada in its power class (250 to 1,000 watt range). Station that beat us is CFCE-570. We have more listeners than 10 kw. stations in Canada. GYRE-1010 and CKAC-730 are the most listened-to, despite claims by CHUM-1050, CKGW-980 respectively, hi. KARI-550 (measured Canadian audience) and GFRS-1170 were least listened to. Canadian daytimers are way down in ratings; maybe they are relatively unpopular in Canada. New permit being sought for 900, Frederickton, N.B. and four for WMLD. Sask. on 1320, Ont. on 1410, others. 73 and good DX to the "valiant ones." Congrats to Foxy for WERA; thanks, Bernie, for card, also to Lefty for tip on WMLG-1300. Static too bad to hear anything.

Doug Murray 21 Churchill Street - Truro, Nova Scotia

Another deadline is coming up so while time permits I'll get this short report in the mail. First I must thank all who sent me v/s which I requested in the last issue. It is just that mutual cooperation that makes for a successful Club and a useful bulletin. Varies here since my last report are as follows: WGN-720 WGBB-1220 CHAC-800 WFCF-1370 WGRG-1150. No varies, DX, or reports in the past three weeks as my job has kept me hopping. I have a new list of overdue varies. If anyone can aid with v/s, please send them along: WBBY WSBW CJTJ WBFZ WGB WSPD WSVY WBNW WHIT WMBL WAEI WIBE CHUC WBFX WIRE CHIO CKVL WBOC. That's all for this month. I won't see you fellows at Amarillo as funds are lacking. 73s.

C. M. "Stan" Stansbury II - Box 218 - Crystal Beach, Ontario

First of all I made my goal for the season, that 40th foreign v/s. See Fred's International Digest for complete details. Then there is a little domestic DX to report also, by dateline: 4/13- WPOW-1330 New York at 8 p.m. s/off. Verified promptly via attractive QSL card. 5/22- WCCN-1170 Montgomery, Ala. on late at 1:30 a.m. for the KKK party. Prompt complete v/s but written on my report. 6/27- WWDB-1570 Cleveland, Tenn. testing at 12:45 a.m. One other piece of news here. Beginning with the September issue of Electronics Illustrated (on the stands about the time you read this) I will have a regular column titled "The Listener." 73s.

Daniel Miller - 1121 Parkway Avenue - Covington, Kentucky

Howdy! Have changed my receiving set-up since last issue, so here goes: The receiver is an old Sparten Model 7BV with SPA fed by my 76' longwire running E/W. Hooked to it is a Heathkit "Q" Multiplier and an S-meter. Now to better than ever DX. Loggings are WIZE-1340, 5/16 KOKY-1440 s/off at 8:31 p.m., WHOK-1220 RS at 2:20 p.m. on July 6, WHO-1470 WIRE-1420 WAZY-1410 over semi-local WING at sunset. CBE-1550 WHS-730 Bowling Green, 0., 250 w. Heard WHLO-560 3:32-9:22 loud and clear for report on 7/13. On 7/9 heard WCTN-1400 with their new power of 250 W. They went from 100 to 250 July 1st. Varies are: Cards from: WFFL CHIR WIBO WIBA WENA WWIN WFL, letters, WAZT WGN WWBT WAVE WCHS WSZAZ WORX and WABC. I have the v/s for the list. Sorry I can't make the Convention. Well, back to the dials. Till next time, good dx to all.
First things first. Out beloved (yeschh) WIBC has gotten the rights from the FCC to key their calls on WNYI-TV, the local WNYI-TV affiliate. WNYI has decided to take this to the Supreme Court. Past records will be reviewed and WIBC should be laughed out of court. WNYI as you all know is tops in programs and engineering; WIBC is the exact opposite. WIBC uses old reconditioned XRs which they have a bad time keeping in working order. At sunset WIBC often knocks itself off the air because the changeover from 50 to 10 kw, almost kills their pippieaquel whistle XRs. In addition they are always going over 100% modulation. WIBC used to put strong spurious transmissions on 1140 and 1050. The FCC got them for this, thanks to DER. But they still put a weak conglomeration on 1145. Local WXW who aronically is daytime only while WIBC is AN is an outstanding example of engineering and programming, having only good adult programs. Poor WXW has to protect WAAF WJW WSPA and a host of others on 950 plus WSBT-960 so they have a pretty poor pattern. Despite their sick pattern they have verified a report from Oslo, Norway which shows they get out! WXW owns and operates two news-mobiles which operate entirely by studio-XR radio relay link. Also WXW owns and operates a studio on wheels called the "Traveler" which is a great big house trailer with wall to wall carpeting, air conditioning, and everything for visitors to the Traveler. The Traveler also operates via radio relay link. I talked to the technician of the Traveler and in my opinion he is a real nice guy. The DJ who is regularly in the Traveler is a real nice guy named Jay Amland, who sounds good and looks good too. WXW has a very clear signal but puts a couple of old heterodines on 930 and 970 although they have an approximate band width of 3 kc/s. The heterodyne seems to be 5 kc/s. in frequency, I doubt if WXW is causing it though. WXW puts its annual Pop out on a dummy antenna so as not to interfere with other stations. WXW is the best. Woops, over the limit Lefty - sorry so I will say 73s and DX and INDIANAPOLIS IN AND FOR '62.

Ben Dangerfield 3rd - 202 Governor's Drive - Spruce Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

Not much new to write about, but enough to fill up some space in Musings. The cool Wx lately seems to have brought on some good summer reception, at least good enough to make the listening interesting. On 6/6 CBN-640 was coming in very well, over WHEL ¥ with no trace of the usually dominant CBNQ. Nothing then until 6/24 when I received a v/c from Morocco for their station at Casablanca-1187. This in reply to a reception report of 1/15 which I feared had gone the way of my September report to the Moroccan on 701 (never answered.). On 6/30, another long overdue v/l arrived from Radio Trinidad-730 for a 1/2 report. I had not sent a f/up, but apparently the station was cleaning out their old reports because Ed Satterthwaite had written me earlier in June saying he had just received his virie (after a f/up) and was sending me the names of two people at the station to write to. 7/3: KFRK-1530 was very strong until s/off at 3:03 EST. Sent report which was mailed on 7/4 and received v/c on 7/8, with my airmail stamp attached unused. (The card was in an airmail envelope). Same AM (7/3) picked up two Brazilians between 3:30 and 4 a.m., PRH-9 on 840 and PRM-6 on 1200. The latter was using Japanese and had a good signal. In the evening of 7/3 rarely-heard WREO-970 was atop its frequency, broadcasting the Cleveland ball game. 7/4: CX were still good At 7:45 p.m. noted WYB-650 very good atop its channel at s/off. A few minutes later, heterodyne signals were picked up on three Portuguese wavelengths: 1286 1169 and 1934, but that was all, and they must have left the air at 8 p.m.. At 9:15 heard heterodyne signals on 1943 and 782, probably from the AN East German stations using those wave lengths. On 7/10 some Brazilians were noted again, including PRI-3 on 880, but too weak to be positive, so no reports. NA stations and many LAs have been good all July. So much for the summer DX. I was going to summarize my successes and failures of the past season, but don't have much room for that here; so will save those statistics until I get back from my vacation around the first of August.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livemore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York.

The "chance occurrence" of WCHC's owner asking the Wildwood, N.J. Chamber of Commerce to send an advertising folder of Hotels and motels of that resort town to DXers who reported on their 3/27 DXcast caused me to spend a pleasant vacation there, and me that good friend of DXers, Francis Matrangola. It's amazing how loud, clear, and steady a signal that 100 watter gets out there in Wonderful Cape May Country! It's a good Convention site for '63! No new catches or veres.

ELSEWHERE IN THIS FINE ISSUE ARE THE DETAILS OF THE AMARILLO CONVENTION. WE CAN'T URGE YOU HARD ENOUGH TO ATTEND. FOR THESE N.R.C. PICNICS ARE NEVER TO BE FORGOTTEN!
I sure hope all who go to Amarillo for the NRC '51 Convention will have a good time, and it sure looks like you will! No tips this week for the AN situation list. Many thanks to all for the interesting correspondence.

Summer DX: Friday, 6/16, WGH-1310 in Portland News was off during the AM with XR trouble. Within one hour I logged and reported WCAL-1310 N.J.; WELC-1310 Va. and WABH-1310 Mich. Also logged WHAT-1340 Pa. Couldn't get a report to WHAT since WAVY-1350 slopover was giving them a lot of trouble. June 17 logged and reported WFIY-1520 N.Y. s/off under powerhouse WKBW. Monday, 6/19 logged and reported WNYC-1410 Wyo., KFBC-1240 Wyo., WHSC-1450 S.C., WOXY-1230 Ala. Those four with r/c, WIX-150 N.C., WJET-1400 Pa. (WLOV-1400 off), and CKY-360 Vermont, Que. No new DX since then. David Lewis, I like that brainstorm you had, hi. If the NRC could get 50 state chairmen, one for each state, we would get a good thing going. One big problem is this - in some states we have very few members, for instance, Bob Easterly is our only member in Montana, which is a big state. In some cases a member or members might have to write to all the stations in half or more of his state, unless someone in another state would write some letters to some of them for him. We don't have any members from the Province of Manitoba yet (that was the last I heard from Leo Fox). And all we have, I believe, in Mexico is two members. The booklet would be very useful since we could list ANs, s/ons, s/offs, r/c's and other info. Also for every station you write you will have a name, and then perhaps we could list v/s for all the stations. I think you members should think this idea of David's over. Maybe we can start on it next fall. If every member is assigned to a part of his state to write to stations he should do it as soon as he can. But of course we have a few lazy members here and there. If the idea is liked by many, it could be discussed at the Amarillo Convention. I would appreciate v/s for WRAP WLOF WWXK WTIX KIOA WCAO KINN WCOOP WZXY WILJ WFMG. 73 and remember, half a gross plus one? 73s.

Alex Bowes - Box 559 - Atmore, Alabama

Veeries are WIXI-1480 WHBE-1270 WHVR-1280 KDEX-150 WHX-1420 WTEM-1250 WOBZ-1360 WZJ-1440 WIEK-1390 WWOA-1390 WZST-1560. DX: 6/19- WHBE-1270 f/c 3:30 (verie says r/c third Monday 3:30-3:35). WINE-1400 noted An Monday. 6/22- WUL-1270 Fulton, Ky. f/c-7T 1:19-1:30. 6/28- WOBZ-1360 ET 4:4:15, WORK-1350 s/on 4:00, WWOA-1390 s/on 4:38, WZST-1560 RS 5:41, 7/1- WZJ-1440 and WACT-1390 r/c according to lists. WTHB-1550 ex-WESN s/on 5:35. 7/3- WLLB-1100 RS 6:13 a.m. 7/5- WBBJ-1280 and WBBJ-1280 both s/on 5:00. WZST s/on 5:45 in July. WAVP-1390 s/on 5:30, WZLE-1280 RS 5:00; WZBE noted s/on at same time, same frequency. 7/6- WDET-1250 test 3:30. WHTK-1280 ex-WCAE (thanks, Wayne P.) RS 4:31. WDBK-1260 s/on 4:30, WPGC-1410 s/on 4:55 with two different versions of SSB. WBOU-1310 s/on 5:01. New WPUP-1390 Gainesville, Fla. s/on 5:00. 7/7- WZJ-1320 f/c-7T 4:55 until 5:00 RS s/on... WTBQ-1370 RS 5:05 over WSPF. WLOU-1350 s/on 5:01. WBAG-1240 RS 5:40. 7/12- WBBJ-1280 ET TT M 1:37-2:15 and later. WAT-1560 r/c (Wow! What a catch!) Heard TT on 1330 between 3:00 and 3:15. Heard four IDs; one sounded like WOEZ-1340 WZGW-1400 and WDEB-1250. WDEB-1250 r/c according to lists, heard Fort Smith mentioned; other three sounded like "WAUD, Auburn, Ala." Inquiry sent to both. WJBO-1400 TT 3:16, over WINE-1400 WCOS. WPPF-840 r/c asking for reports. 7/13- What station had RNR 11:45 p.m. over "720? Could this have been BJR? 7/14- WKBJ-1240 WGT-1410 both r/c, WKBJ thanks to Fran Nitter's tip. WPNX-1490 ending ET M 2:50. Welcome to the NRC, Tom Ferrell of Greenwood, Miss. Have been noticing WBCA-1150 signing off a full hour before all the other daytimers around here go off. Maybe they're going broke, hi.

J. Earl MacKenzie - Box 655 - Sydney, Nova Scotia

Hi - just joined the NRC. Not much DX for my first report due to warm WX and static. Last evening, I logged CBE-1330, 100 watt XR of the CBC in Halifax. Radio Swan, 1160 kc/s., is still coming in well late in the evening, near midnight. I've just received a verie from KJY-1100 and am expecting one from WWOA-1190 anytime now. My most prized verie up to date is v/1 and stamp from KFI-140. I also prize the v/c from WOAP-1210. This was my first QSL on the EBC. Other veries are v/c from KDCA-1020 and v/c from CQWH-1240. Some of the stations logged over the winter months: WJGR WBOY WVOY WOOS WOBZ WOKC WMLW WQAQ WOCH WCDT WJEE WION WECM WKBW. None of these stations is too DX from here except WWO WHAS WB and KFI. With school out of the way for two months, I'll try for New Zealand! Hi! 73s from Cape Breton. (Welcome to the NRO, Earl! Good DX! -ed.)

AMARILLO IS A MUST - LET YOUR WATCH-WORD BE "AMARILLO OR BUST." IT IS ONLY JUST!
A big howdy from the Panhandle of Texas. Well, DX has picked up considerably since last report, with 53 new ones logged in June, and 19 in July so far. 6/5 brought KVSH, 940, Valentine, Nebr. on a test, but no veris as yet. On 6/10, KCID, Caldwell, Idaho, 1490, was heard on RS at 1:32 a.m. 6/12 brought KDHI-1250, Twentynine Palms, Cal. on f/c from 2:30-2:45. They came back with a nice v/1. Also on 6/12, KRG was off, and I finally heard CHUM on RS. On 6/13, KQDI-1350 Bismarck, N.D. was heard on a test. KMDD-1550 a new one in Dodge City, Kans. was heard on 6/15 booming in at 6:50 in evening, 6/16- Brought KEUR-1490, Burlington, Iowa. on f/c. Also on 6/16, KEBM-1240 Billings, Mont. RS; CJGX-940 Yorkton, Sack. finally heard on RS; KVNT-1510, Davenport, la. test; WIX-850 Raleigh, N.C. heard AN; WORC-1580 Orangeburg, S.C. s/on at 5:01. The following on 6/19: KVTD-1400 Ft. Dodge, Ia. f/c at 1:55; WDKI, Jackson, Tenn. 1310 f/c at 2:03; KORK-1340, Las Vegas RS at 3:05; LEX-950, Buenos Aires, Argentina heard on strong s/on at 4:00 with KQH off; WKEE-800, Huntington, W Va. RS. On 6/22, WVIV-1050, Douglas, Wyo. was heard under XQG on f/c. On 6/23, KWSK-1570, Pratt, Kans. was heard with f/c ID under XQG; KQOE-930, a new one in Sheridan, Wyo. was heard with a TT. On 7/6, KFNN-900, Fargo, N.D. was heard ET/M at 2:46; KUSC, Montrose, Colo. f/c at 3:10. Verifies in from KQRL KILU CJGX WTOP KIVW KFJB KDHI KNOX KLNB WJHM. Don't forget Amarillo wants you over Labor Day '61. Be sure and make plans now for the Convention! Fred Speck urges you to come to Amarillo in '61. Best of DX and 73s.

Leo Fox - Box X - San Antonio, Texas

Since "WLFU" have received in April: KGHF KBNO KFEL KABR KCLN KWWE KXEO KBBC KYRA KDEF KVOR CBNC XBCB CBKL CKCQ CBQ WPAG WDRM WJPG (Green Bay, Wis. Fran) WCPC and KQTY. Reported only a few of those. May: KNCT-1800 Neb., KTFT-990 Ariz., WIXK-1590 Wisc., KFOX-1280 Calif. (hi) KCID-1490 Ida., KROC-1340 Minn., KVSH-940 Nebr., WHLE-1400 Minn. (WPAP and WHLE are "sister stations"), KABQ-1380 N.M., WAXX-1180 Wisc., WQCM-1320 Wisc., KGSJ-590 Colo. June: KEKQ ex-KRES, KXMB-1290 Wyo., KFPA of "Big-A" Land, KNWQ, ex-KIOW, CKOM-1250 WOGA-1450 Tenn., KLOQ-1390, KDSM-1580, KGAK-1330, WGY-810, CFOW-790, XTRA-EXE KXFO-XKMO-1320 Mont., KUJ-1420 Wash., KCOM-1400 Nebr., KKEY-1400 N.D., KFPL-1320 Colo., WCCN-1390, KOLY-1300. July: One AN session on 7/3 gave me 11 newies in W2 abd a half hours, as follows: 1:01, KVTD-1400 Iowa s/off; 1:11 KOMB-1300 Okla., ID quickly covered by KVOR. KLYK-1230 Wash., ID at 1:32 as "Click." KAST-1230 Ore., 1:45-2 s/off. CKIN s/off G5Q 2:04 with "K-Slim" dominant. KFNN on a test 2:25, CJVI one minute later. KGW-630 r/c-TT under very strong KRE at 3:05; KDEM-800 r/c-TT 3:05 onwards, tone sounded like a rooster with laryngitis and a swollen epiglotis. KPKE-1340 r/c-TT 3:15. KWWC-1230 Idaho 3:30, another AN? CFCC was NOT silent this Monday AM, and neither was KVOR, it appears. KQTF had a test TC (?? -ed.) at 3: 44. Not here now. Logged: 577; varied, 213. Fran confirms my observations on the "Death" of Montana's 'KX' network. Watch for a KXLF call change.

James E. Critchett - 1504 Glenwood Drive - San Diego 1, California

Between June 2 and July 13 reception reports were sent to 1070-KIRL who changed their directional pattern for better Western reception at 6 a.m. Monday 6/5; to 980-KFAP, heard through KVFOKs 0C between 7:15 and 7:25 same morning; 1550-KUTT for an ET Friday June 9. They say they have no r/c. To 1550 KKL0, ex-KRES, AN Friday 6/9; 1540-KCUL for s/on at 6 Monday 5/12; to 1400 KHOE for an ET same AM; to 1250-KDHI for r/c 2:30-2:45 7/3; to 1600-KGST for s/on 7 a.m. 7/5; to 1130 KHDU, on at 7 Wed., 7/5, before local KDSD; to 1270-KAHR, ex-KPAP, Redding for an ET 5:35 to 5:50, Sat. 7/8; to 550-KLZ for s/off, 2:10 to 2:15, Sat., 7/9, over KSFQ AN. Verifications have been received from 1250 KDHI, 1270 KAJO, after seven months, signing my PP form; 1550 KKKO and KUTT; 1300 KATZ after eight months, and 1600 KGST. Sent out five f/ups Tuesday also. We had a restful vacation, going only as far as Hearst's Castle near San Simeon, Calif. on the coast. Also visited Knott's Berry Farm, Disneyland, and our own zoo. Listened for DX nearly every morning we were home, and had fog static the whole period. Made a list of stations hard on RS AN, and times off, if any. Forwarded it to Len Kruse for his list. The period ended June 18th; probably many changes already. Local 1470 KBEU Radio X-0 is AN except Mondays, in English. 1320-CJDC signed off after NX at 3:08 Sunday, 7/9. 1320-KLAN signed on at 6:55 Tuesday, 7/11, and probably this AM, 7/13, but hatched by two others. That is about all the news. Be kind to your ears - avoid static. 73.

DON'T FORGET TO MAKE THOSE ARRANGEMENTS AS OUTLINED ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE OF DX NEWS FOR THAT GREAT TIME AT AMARILLO, CITE OF THE 1961 N.R.C. CONVENTION! DO IT NOW!
Lots of DX to report, so will jump right in. 6/15: KCFI-1250 r/c 2:25 a.m., WTVS-1390 6120 r/c-M; WONA-1570 r/c? ID early at 2:50 - no TT heard; KFSC-1220 r/c 2:40 weak; WLPC-1250 RS with WKRS 6:19 p.m. 6/16: WMTN-1300 r/c 1:19; KABR-1420 r/c even with WHK; KDSS-1580 r/c 1:35 a.m.; KWWW-1470 r/c weak below WBED; KILO-1440 s/off 1:05 a.m. with SSB for first N.D. 5/19- WGBM-880 RS 4:13 a.m. so make 4:00 s/on (no WCAW/WOTT for a change); Twin Cities on 1550 s/a at 5:30 with EX, Temperature 53, religion at 5:35, ID shuffled. 6/20: KDWM-730 AN 2:28 a.m.; WCOP-1150 AN 2:47 a.m.; KFEL-970 r/c 2:16. 3/24- EDNY-1570 r/c good under XERF; KCRG ET at 1:30 a.m., call WKEH ending on 1580 at 1:30, said 1,000 watts; tester on 1570 playing America the Beautiful over ID at 2:00, drowned by XERF c/w; KGLC-910 s/off 1:45. 5/26- KABR-920 s/off 2:44 a.m.; KOWB-1290 r/c-TT way under XIRI and friends; KLAX-1500 s/off at 2:02 on top; WGR-550 AN 3:05 a.m., most undesirable new call; KGLI-1590 s/off at 8:30 p.m. with drums. 6/28- KPOW-1250 r/c 2:25 a.m. better than WNDX! Third Wyoming. 7/3: Excellent signals to West - best all summer, nil static (found later humidity only 25%); KNOX-1310 r/c 1:18 a.m. over WRR; WJAM-1480 r/c 1:10 f/s 1:05-1:20; WSCB-1220 even with WEX on r/c; KCTX-1610 r/c 2:03; WBNK-1410 r/c 2:10 ID; CHEC-1590 2:00 ID, weak signals, but wow! KBNX-1490 AN Monday 2:40; CFPI-980 2:46 a.m. over TT that might have been KGIN; 600 s/off SSB, 12:55 and 1:05 a.m. Lefty, who would be on 1530 at 2:30? (KFFK -ed.) WJBO-1150 s/off at 1:06 SSB; two unID on 1000, one SS, KMOY pretty sure plus (no, I won't say KOMO). Well, that's about it - while through Dixon, no WXIN heard. Veris have been letters from KTLN WGN KSTP KKJO (two maps) KFSC KILO KSWI KABR WBTS WHDL WPMK WWJ and WGBM. Cards from WKB WLOP CJBC WOHD KSTL KFPC (four months) and WJS, WPCO on report. Reports to: KFPO KCLU WJBO KNDY KGBB WOKJ KGLC CKDKX WWJM WJBM KCTX and f/up to KWEB. Does WBB really have a new card? As you can see, most of my loggings quad f/c list, thanks. New S03, 114. Hope not over 30 - finishes half a gross plus one.

Joe Breuer - R. D. 1 - Smicksburg, Pennsylvania

Get my dates mixed and missed the last May issue by a week, so no more reports until this. Still DXing when CX and time make it practical and have done much better than usual for the season. New calls logged have been these: 5/19- WAGG-1600, ex-WONG at 3 a.m. 6/7- WRSC-1390 at 4:15 p.m. RS audible here through WXIV good enough to ID or verify. 6/19- WLRW-990 r/c on third Monday 2-21 a.m. Made it through WBF in fine shape. 6/20- KWIG-1280 at 1:00 a.m. with ET and WHYT "The Night Station" 1250, ex-WCAE a local here. 6/23- KJJO-1560 on AN. 7/4- WCOP-1250 at 12:30 a.m. and WAPS-1570 at 3:15, both on ETs. 7/8- WNHJ-1580 at 4:59 a.m. RS s/on, can be heard here almost daily for about one or two minutes before WPSC comes on and blocks them, weekdays only. 7/11- A rare one, WDEE-1220 heard signing on at 4:30 a.m. RS with WGAR five minutes late in coming on that date. And lastly 7/13 WGER-1550 has been heard lately signing on at 4:57 and readable for a minute or two before WTTG etc. s/on. Veris continue to trickle in slowly, but then only a few are being repeated any more. WGBM, the only one reported in June, replied promptly, other new veris, all letters are a special form from WGBM's DX, WPNC WBO WNPW WDIL. DX has held up very well this summer, due perhaps to the unusually chilly and wet WFT, no doubt more would have been logged, but tuning time continues very limited here. No signs of activity at WSPC-910 or WZUM-1590 yet, both nearby, with WAVL-910 currently going off about 4 p.m., leaving a very weak WSBA the top signal on 810. WSPO should be a shoo-in here if on how. And no further news on the status of the pending CP for 1230 at Brookville, Pa. who requested a day time sked on that channel. Local WPME-1540 s/on at 5 a.m. weekdays, 6 Sundays, but are often late. 73.

John Swanson - 3654 North Paulina - Chicago 13, Illinois

Just joined the Club and this is my first report. My address was incorrectly listed in last issue. It is 3654, not 3624. Not much DX until last night (7/10). Here it is thought: 7/10- WMMJ-910 10:55 p.m.; KFVS-960 11:55. They are in Columbus, 0. and Cape Girardeau, Mo. respectively. 7/11- WMAV-970 12:05 a.m., Springfield, Ill.; WKY-930 12:15 Oklahoma City, Okla.; KDWM-730 Dauphin, Man. (12:24); KRMG-740 12:32 Tulsa, Okla.; and KCHR-1350 12:47 Charleston, Mo. with a f/c. Back on 7/4 I heard WSM-1550 3:10 p.m. Fremont, Mich. Will be moving my equipment into a new shack by 7/14. I'd like to thank Wayne Alcott and Dallas John for their correspondence. Will be DXing a lot during the summer. 73s from the Windy City. (Welcome to the NRC, John, and we hope to hear from you often. Is this possibly C.D.T. you show above? -ed.)
Greetings from SD. Boy I sure miss the RX here. DX has been great. Since my last report the following have been logged:

**KBW-1390 KBU-1130 KGST-1600 KTOK-1000 KXQ-770 (5/22); KBRK-1310 WBEK-1310 KUNL-1490**

**KGMB-590 KUGN-900 WFUN-750 WLBA-1580 (5/12); KEDD-1550** (a new station in Dodge City Kans. with 10000 D). **CJDC-1500 KUBB-1290 WSAI-1350** (don't know about but they just faded in through the mess on 1360) **WHK-1420 WAKR-1590 WREN-1250 (6/18); KUTT-1550 (8/19); CKY-580 KALB-580 KDAV-580 WBNW-580 KTBC-590 KUAS-1310 KARA-1310 KDOT-1230 KPRC-590 WOC-1420**

**KJJO-1550 KENN-1390, 7/3 KFMR-550 just heard, KNOK-970, KREC-1470, 7/4 a great night for KZFX in San Jose, Cal. on 1500 was silent. Thus WTOP in Washington D.C. and KSTP in St. Paul were logged. Also logged were WLC-1510 WADC-1350 and KONG-1400. I have been lazy and only sent to a few of the above. Those confirmed are **KEBM KTKO KGMB KXBC WFUN CJDC WSAI WHK KUTT** for State #65 CKY-580 who returned my return postages, **KALB WBNW and WTOP.** All are letters except WSAI WHK and WTOP. Would some of you please tell me if the following vary and how, and who? **KDAV KJR KSEL KWYK KPAY CJOC KBOY KEAP K XIB KMBY KOAM KULA CCKK WEEH**, still no answer after f/u, phone call, yet they had a DX program for us! **KJLY KLEO KIXX KLAS KOLD WFLA KEDD WAKR WADE WOC**. That new off and on column is the greatest. I have noted KZRX on and off with OC so maybe they are off AN temporarily? Sorry I can't say the same for KFRC, the demon. Everybody get to work on 950 before KJU joins their NHO General Station! Have also noted KMPF silent the first Sunday of the month (for the past three months) but they left their carrier on the first. Hope everyone's been having good luck with DX as I have. Tried TV DX but no luck - every channel filled with locals. That's about it from this den. Good luck and to all and have a happy and safe summer! 73s.

**Roy H. Miller - P.O. Box 776** - Bellevue, Washington

Along the Summer DX Trail - June 9- XETRA-690 Tijuana, B.C. "Extra News" ID atop CBU at 12:45 a.m. for a new call, ex-KEAC/KEAK. June 12- KXBJL-1340 Grand Junction, Colo. ID as f/c at 2:39 a.m. briefly atop KORK for a welcome catch of a brand new station, and my first new 1340 logging since KNDE's DX of 1/11/60; KUBJ-1340 Lubbock, Texas ID at 5:30 a.m., plus one advertisement, just briefly atop KORK for another new logging; CSDK-1400 Swift Current, Sask. s/off ET/M at 2:44 a.m. June 19- Call and program plug at 4:54:30 a.m. on 1400 kc/s. that I'm almost sure was WBOA Evansville Ind.; tape off. June 24- KAPX-1290 Port Angeles, Wash. noted on 68 at 5 p.m., rough along side local KOL 1300. June 25- KTNM-1400 Tucumcari, N.M. ID as f/c at 3:29 a.m., very rough copy. July 5- KJJO-1500 St. Joseph, Mo. (ex-KRES) logged 4:25-5:40 a.m., AN show. Verifies: KVOC-1400 JOTC-1510 WFLX-1400 (1 kw.) KUTT-1550 and KTNM-1400. Again I wished to ask for help from anyone who might know who the Asian is on 1200 kc/s. with VOA ID signal - please? Well, with HOE2 relegated to the 1 kw. class, I guess that leaves 250 w. XEKB-1460 as my best catch of last season, with none threatening to break into my "Top Ten" in foreign vories; likewise, no threat to "Top Ten" domestics either, what with only East Coast grayvegetable WFLX-1400 turning out to be 1 kw. 73.

**John T. Tweedie - Box 103 - Oakhurst, New Jersey**

6/6- WJEX-1570 on ET. 6/9- WIKG-1580 on ET at 12:04 a.m. 5/10- WGCZ-1350 f/c 1:10 a.m., WLLI-1390 f/c 1:12. 6/17- WMLP-1570 f/c 12:08 a.m. 6/27- WCLE-1570 f/c-TC 12:30 a.m., WSKT-1580 f/c 12:30 a.m., WEET-1320 f/c 12:05 a.m. 6/29- WAFS-1570 ET 12:57 a.m., music. 7/2- WJEN-1330 ET 1:42 a.m. WFLX-1380, f/c 12:05 a.m., TT new frequency. 7/4- WYKJ-1380 ET 12:13 a.m. WOCF-1580 ET 12:20 a.m. 7/4. Of these WJSS WAFS WIKG WCF were new to me. Believe that WERA-1590 tested on 6/25, no ID but terrific signal, played three selections, then off air. As per info they are iue any day as the CE was waiting for a part to install it. Verifies lately: WMLF-1470 XENB-760 HJCC-1070 and WBB-920. Will close with best regards.

**John Oldfield - 11623 94 Street - Edmonton, Alberta**

Hi from Canada's fourth largest city (hi, F.W. DX)? Not much time. 6/28- KZRN-1140 AN. 7/3- KPOD-1310 Calif. f/c 2:45, KGWN-530 Mont. ID in code 3:02 under CKCO. 7/9- KWAY-1570 Oreg. ET/M 3:30 a.m. under SS XERF. KRWR-1490 NX 4:00 7/11. V: ries, KAYE-1450 vr, WHBC-560 vr, and these locals: CJOC v/t CKUA v/t CFRN v/c CBFX v/c CHFA v/t. KAYE states AN, but I've heard them s/off on weekdays. They are now all-religious, no c/w. Thanks, LBG for CMCD info - not logged though as no ID heard. Do they ID? CJUA-580 has classical music till 3:00 weekdays. They'd better not go AN. Got a CKTV-Omaha-3 v/c for .30 reception. (#1 TV QSL for me). Say Jan Murray show clearly while CFRH-TV-3 was off due to a power failure at XR. Allfrom here for the summer. See you in September. 73.
Greetings from the Land of the Sleepless! DX for the past two years (since my last report) absolutely NIL. Yep, two years ago this September, I enrolled in Oklahoma State University hoping to become a second Frank Lloyd Wright. As some of you probably know, Architecture is a rather strenuous course, and I haven't found time to DX much.

I average two nights a week with ni sleep at all, and most nights get only about four hours. With this kind of skewed a sane person just doesn't sit up to the wee hours staring at the front of a radio. Well, since I've never been known for my sanity, I've decided to start DXing again. Two months ago I purchased a Volkswagen and I intend to do some travelling in August along with former member Bus Boatman of Scottsdale, Ariz. If it is possible, we intend to make the #cone at Amarillo, and spin a few drops of good old Kickapoo Joy Juice with you old cronies. Although I haven't done any DXing recently, I did rework my SX-99 quite a bit, I pulled the chassis out of the case, and made a new larger face plate out of a 14x27 inch piece of aluminum, took off the tuning assembly and connected a 10 to 1 vernier to the shaft of the main condenser. On the vernier, I placed a ten-inch pointer, and then recalibrated the set. The results were quite gratifying — at 540, there is a 5 inch between the ten kc/s. marks, and at 1600 there is still a 1/8 inch spread. If any SX-99 jockey is interested in doing this just drop me a line for more detailed information. Say, would Larry Godwin or one of the other Amarillo boys drop me a line about the Convention? I've lost my address file and can't find any of your addresses. That's about the size of it for now — 73 and a good summer to you all.

J. P. "Pat" Reilley — 628 Spring Street — Jamestown, New York

Now veries are KKJO WKPR WPUP KCOM WMTH and 26 reports out to new ones heard — will they verify? 5/11 — TT atop WHER for several days but no ID. CBER-1010 off air at 2:03 until 7 a.m. 6/12 — WGR-550 at 3:17. WJL-760, guess they're silent Mondays. 6/13 — TT atop 1600 again but without ID 1:31 to after 2:00. Guess WGR-550 is on every day. KPRO-1440 off air at 2:00. 6/15 — KKJO-1650 AN for new call. 6/15 — KKJO-1650 again AN. KWMF-1580 test at 2:53 to 3:13 before call given. 6/17 — TT on 1550, no ID 1:39 to 2:04, up to ddb2 at times. WQTO-540 test at 2:16 — have written five times but no verie as yet, even PP card sent. 6/19 — WISK-1650 f/c. WNBC-660 XZR test at 2:13. WHER-1550 test at 2:30 and off at 2:42 for new call. 6/20 — WGR-550 silent Tuesdays. WHTF-1250 AN for new call. 6/21 — WGR-1650 ET at 1:53 and never answered earlier report of 6/7. 6/23 — KCHA-1650 ET at 1:45. WPGC-1650, ET at 2:03. SS tap mess on 1320 at 2:53 but no ID caught. 6/24 — WONA-1570 test at 1:55. KCM, ex-KBIA-1580 ET at 2:55 for new call. WYII-1580 test at 3:03. 6/25 — TT with XEMI-1680 2:20 to 3:22 but never caught any ID because of loud static. 6/26 — WJL-1580 AT at 1:39. 7/1 — WHER-1550 f/c at 1:15. WKF-1420 f/c at 1:31 for two new calls, WLSD-1220 ET at 2:05. 7/3 — WATS-1570 AT at 1:58 for new call. KQBY-1550 at 1550 SS-6 here. Tuned in to Channel 3 today and CBHT in Halifax N.S. just going on air at 11:45 a.m. 7/4 — WATS-1570 AT again. WHTF-920 test at 2:15. 7/7 — Unknown OTT on 1600, 2:12 to 2:38 but never any ID given. 7/8 — WCLS/WKID-1580 AT at 2:19. TT atop WHER-1580 1:43-3:03 but no ID given at all. The bad static was perhaps me swearing. (Page 15)
Logged two new states since last report: North Dakota and Wyoming, and also logged some good ones. WKSX-1600 WAUB-1590 WSMN-1590 WCOY-1580 WNJK-1580 WTTG-1550 WJNE-1560 WPMN-1540 KILO-1440 KWTO-1410 WJMN-1340 WBBR-1330 WYRT-1250 WBDO-1230 WWBR-1230 and WWOL-1120. Who on 1230 s/on weekdays 5:01 and at 5:02 (4:02 a.m. EDT) (?) - ed) has c/w show with Jim Exter? Please reply as I received this when CJMS broke down and doubt if I'll log a station again on 1230 for some time to come. Has anyone got a v/e from WJMN-1340 yet? CJFX returned my PP card on f/up. If you're looking for WEAV-960 try weekend s/on at 4:45 a.m. EDT followed by c/w music. WEAV is non R&R but has good v/c and is part of the Yankee Baseball network. They s/off daily at 11 p.m. I did not report falsely to WEGP but those who did should (as Jeff Stewart says) be ejected from the NRC without delay. See you all in Amarillo and 73.

George Greene - 1527 Sunset Avenue - Akron 19, Ohio

Hi all! Be sure that it's Hamilton in '62! This is my first report since last April, three months. Only new stations are: KULC (4/17) WRBC-1300 (4/28) and on 5/26 WVAM-1430. This brings up my total to 272 heard. Not much has been heard as you can see. The South's usual band opening each month hasn't happened at all this summer and spring. However we're not having much of a summer anyway. Usually about the middle of each month I'm able to get WNON ELCY and WATE. Now it's WVEC WLS VGN and WJJD that are in every night. I'm typing this on 7/12 and by the time you read this I'll be back from New York City and be in Georgia. I'm leaving for New York on July 16, and I'll be back on July 22. Then I'm leaving the 23rd for Georgia. While in New York, I hope maybe to see Lefty. This trip to New York is nothing unusual as we go to New York every year. This year we'll be in a hotel, so it'll be a bad location for DX as last year's motel was. The motel was right between the towers of WINS-1101 WINS-1070 and WMCA-570. This year the hotel will prevent me from getting many non-New York stations. Well, this will probably be my last report till September so I'll say that I can't make it to the Amarillo Convention. Well, 73s till September.

Ralph M. Johannes - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

Got a picture card from Radio Mail with printed non-verifying, the name written in, then Irma Pina writes in thanks, etc. This mailed in envelope. Radio Mail XEOY-1000, 10 kw., XEOY-5010 kc/s., 2.5 kw. Fomento de Radio S.A., Ayuntamiento 101, Mexico 1, D.f., reported 10/9/60. The fastest s/v (2.5 days) from WZST-1550 Dixieland Broadcasters, 3705 Nebraska Ave., Tampa 3, Fla., Mgr. says no r/c, July/August sked 5:30-7:30. Coverage map and plain paper filling by KJJO, 404 S. 8 St., St. Joseph, Mo. says 5 kw. and nights directed NW with 25 kw. EFF. (my old v/l is XRES-1230). V/l with Fargo-Moorhead's Cutie, KUTT-1550, N.D.'s station in Universal Bldg., new CE says 6 a.m. CST is s/on, in July 8:15 p.m. CST s/off. V/l KATZ-1500 (with the cat) Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1 is 5 kw. D. nights goes to 1 kw. SW. Sked: 5 a.m. - mid. CDT. V/l WDOU-1440 Marcellus Highway, Dowagiac, Mich. has a seven-day sked 6 a.m. -SS. V/l WVEC-1320 W. M. Stewart, C, Monroeville, Ala. has r/c first Thursday 1-11:15 CST, sked July 5:30-7:30 CST, the Radio Voice of the Monroe Journal. V/l with FM/AM coverage maps, WBOY-1340, the Twin Voices of the Finger Lakes, WMBN Inc., now 1 kw. D. Metaalf Bldg., Auburn, N.Y. weekdays 5:30-mat., Sunday 5-11:35 p.m. V/l and folder, most colorful by WFUN-790, 5 kw., MacArthur Causeway Terminal, P.O. Box 879, Miami Beach 39, Fla. is 24 hours seven days with six towers E of N lobe for day, nights four towers with lobe pulled in some. WMBN call was changed 1/22/61 (ex-WFEC-1220 Miami has it now). WFUN-1480 Huntsville, Ala. has an old v/c, is deleted. The ED is ex-DJ from WERB/WWOL and ex-PD from WKSH locals. WFUN belongs to WCIN WLOU WWOL WMTP YLD KCHY Rouseville stations. V/l and map and double key folder (like WLBA's) METZ-1330, P.O. Box 391, Magnolia/BC Inc., New Martinsville, W.Va. (the Ohio Valley station, not far from Sid R., hit) also has studio in Sistersville, checks during day, weekdays 6-7, Sun 7-7 EDT. V/l and cover by WHVR-1230 5 kw. D, 500 N U-4, Radio Hanover Inc. P.O. Box 238, Hanover, Pa. sked Mon-Fri 5, Sat. 6, Sun 7 a.m. to mid. EST s/off. V/l CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask. CHAB Radio and TV, they opened in April 1922 as amateur station 10-AB, became CHAB in 1933. Sked: 6 a.m. weekdays, 7:15 Sun to 1:10 a.m. CST. V/l brownish paper, call and typed CKCK-620 Regina, Sask. is 24 hours, seven days, directional lights to protect WTMW/KGW. V/l WQDY-1230 International Broadcast House, Cali, Mo. and St. Stephen, N.B., the only station for 100 miles around, Dale H. Wing CE says soon likw(30
Hi. Not much DXing lately so will list the better ones I heard this season. WHTR, Union Springs, N.Y. 1500 heard on 3/4 after Stan Mores called. Nothing heard from this outlaw station yet. How about you, Stan? 3/22, WHEN-520 Syracuse, N.Y. in the daytime with the help of loop. 4/3-WGLO Centreville, Miss. 1560 with f/c. WDGJ Dothan, Ala. 1450 also heard testing the same night from 2:20-3:30 a.m. Both are 250 w. 4/10-KELP-920 El Paso, Tex. coming in good with QM from another station. After taking a log on KELP that QM turned out to be KXLY Spokane, Wash. which means a much-wanted state. That 6's loop sure helps! 4/24- KGOR-1510 Colo. heard on s/off at 2 a.m. 5/15-WKWF Key West, Fla. 1600 coming in good around 1:30 a.m. in Cuban. 5/18- WSOR-1480 Conn. coming in fair, but WSAF gives it a lot of trouble. 5/22- WWSL New York 1080 8:23 p.m. to s/off at 8:30. (This EDT. ed.) Heavy QM from WTMF in Hartford. CHVC Ont. 1500 heard for first time from 9:15 to 9:30 p.m., WEOS, 20 miles away knocked off almost completely with loop and only trouble was WVRZ. WGOH-920 in New York State also heard for a new catch on this date. Stations were coming in good today from upper N.Y. area. 5.27- With increasing static pulsed KDNY-1570 Kansas out of the fire with our friendly border station on. KNDY on with a f/c from 2:15-2:30 a.m., a fair catch for 250 w. 5/31- CKWM-710 in French heard under WOR for a new one. 6/19- WASS? Amsterdam, N.Y. 1570 ET&M. This is a new station with 1,000 watts and s/off sunset. As for DX shows this season the usual three heard here were: KTHS CKEY HOSR WJWS WYAL WFDK KMA KGLO WQDY WTTP WONG CFNS HJCB and Antigua. Most have verified with the exception of WFDK WMNN and WDQY. I wish at the time to thank all of those who made these DX shows possible for almost all are new ones to me. Other views received are: WJOY CKCK CD1212/WEFX CJAC CHSJ CKIC KIOA CKBW WFLI CHEC CKCK WSKL WTVN KEFK and Radio Trinidad. Well, that's about it and next report will list the TV DX I have tried in the past couple of months. 73.

Ray H. Kraul - 6423 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

There certainly isn't much DX around here this summer. Maybe DX is there, but I haven't been there when the DX has been there. I like to take a break during the summer so that winter DX is even more exciting. The only disadvantage is that you have to "relearn" the conditions of the frequencies. I have logged seven new stations since May 1: 6/19- WFGM-960 s/off at 6:40. 6/29- KECF-920 RS 5:130 a.m. 7/3- WDSK-1140 f/c-1A 3-3:145; WTRD-1330 f/c-TT 2:25-2:33; KETB-1340 r/c 2:40-2:50. 7/9- WEBB-1360 s/off 4:00 and RS till 4:15. The last logging was on 6/27, KJJO-1550 AM @ 2:45. Views have been received from WTMF KETA KECK WEVA KRIC KTFM WGHM-14 CKVL KLIN WMHT-14 and WFPX. I hope everyone going to Amarillo has a good time, which I'm sure you will. I'll make one of these Conventions some day.

Francis H. Mottler - 2534 South Josephine Street - Denver 10, Colorado

Not much DX here because of lack of time and heavy static but here is what was logged in recent weeks. Sunday 6/18 noted XERF all AM but nothing new heard on 1570 although two new ones nabbed on 1560. WSRT-1560 South Knoxville, Tenn. heard on RS already at 5:19 and WGLS Columbus Ga. with s/off at 5:35. 8/19- Added WEIZ-1460 Belzoni, Miss. RS already at 5:15. 8/24- KRSM new station in Eldorado Springs, Mo. heard on ET 4:25-4:50. Only DX for July was on 7/12 when I sent out three reports. First tuned in KBT-710 Denver at 7:33 just three minutes after they took the air under their new calls. Local Channel 9 KBTV now owns the station and guess the calls stand for KBT Radio as compared to KB-TV. Then in evening added XDIII-1420 Chihuahua City booming in on RS from 9:43 to 10:05 when they appeared to s/off or else cut to nighttime power as no sign of them after that. Slogan seems to be "Radio Lagos" or something like that. Completely atop 1420 here. Then they tuned on a K-10, KANN-1010 Boise on RS 10:15. 10:30 s/off as didn't verify an April report for ET. No f/u's sent yet although have about 25 to send out for last season. Verge total now 1,959 with only four in since last report. These were letters from KHAL-1280 WKB-1420 KEXTRA-690 and QSL card from WEIZ-1460. KDHI-1250 has f/c first Monday 2:30-2:45 per verie but of course will be 3:30-3:45 when they go back on PST. WKB-1420 has r/c second Friday 2:00-2:15 per verie, TT. XETRLE sent letter from Los Angeles with no mention of Tijuana on it. Address is Lee Towers, Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. With the big Amarillo Convention just a month and a half away I hope all you fellows are making arrangements to attend. I'm going to try to be there Friday evening to visit with all the early arrivals. Best of summer DX to everyone and see you at Amarillo. 73.

MAKE YOUR AMARILLO ARRANGEMENTS NOW! LET'S HAVE THE BIGGEST NRC CONVENTION EVER!
560 Seven Islands, Quebec 5,000 U-3 1300 Kershaw, South Carolina 500 D-1
590 Glendive, Montana 500 D-1 1390 Isabella, Puerto Rico 1,000/500 U-1
Wood River, Illinois 500 D-3 Waynesville, Missouri 1,000 D-1
680 Bishop’s Falls, Nfld. 10,000 U-4 1430 Sacramento, California 500 D-3
910 Grand Brook, Newfound land 1,000 U-1 1460 El Reno, Oklahoma 500 D-1
Salina, Kansas 500 D-3 1480 Jefferson City, Tennessee 500 D-1
930 Atwood, Minnesota 1,000 D-1 Abbeville, Alabama 1,000 D-1
940 South Haven, Michigan 1,000 D-3 1580 Denver City, Texas 250 D-1
970 Espanola, New Mexico 1,000 D-1 1590 Glen Burnie, Maryland 500 U-4

NEW CALLS

920 W G N U Granite City, Ill. (WGNU) 1480 W A R I Abbeville, Alabama
979 W I G L Superior, Wisconsin 1690 K C I N Victorville, California
1340 K W L W Nampa, Idaho 1 W R L A Luray, Virginia
1460 K C D I Kirkland, Washington 1600 K D A K Carrington, North Dakota

FACILITIES

930 W B C K Battle Creek, Michigan, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-4, no change in nighttime pattern, same channel.
940 W M I X Mount Vernon, Illinois, to 5,000 D-3 from 1,000 D-1, same channel.
W C P C Houston, Mississippi, to 10,000 D-3, from 1320 kc/s, 5,000 D-1.
1220 W P L K Rockmart, Georgia, to 500 D-1 from 250 D-1, same channel.
1290 W C R W Chicago, Illinois, to 250 SH-1 from 100 SH-1, same channel.
K Q E N Rosburg, Oregon, 250 U-1. Cancel CP for 1280 kc/s.
1290 K U H A Pendleton, Oregon, to 5,000 U-2 from 5,000 U-4, same channel. No change in nighttime pattern.
1300 K W K W Pasadena, California, 1,000 U-2. Changes in nighttime pattern.
W O S C Fulton, New York, 1,000 D-1. Install new shorter antenna (205' ex 308')
1320 W A G Y Forest City, North Carolina, to 1,000 D-1 from 500 D-1, same channel.
1340 C F G B Goose Bay, Newfound land, to 1,000 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel.
1350 W C H I Chillicothe, OHIO, to 1,000 D-1 from 500 D-1, same channel.
W I O U Kokomo, Indiana, to 5,000/1,000 U-4 from 1,000 U-4, same channel. No change in nighttime pattern.
1380 W S I Z Ocilla, Georgia, 5,000 D-1. Alter ground system and install new antenna, 195', ex-350'.
1400 W C Y N Cynthiana, Kentucky, to 250 U-1 from 100 U-1, same channel.
K R E Berkeley, California, to 1,000/350 U-5 from 250 U-1, same channel.
1440 K V O N Napa, California, to 1,000/500 U-4 from 500 U-3, no change in nighttime pattern; same channel.
1490 W S N T Sandersville, Georgia, to 500/250 U-1 from 250 U-1, same channel.

THE FOLLOWING HAVE PERMISSION TO GO TO 1,000/250 U-1, SAME CHANNEL:

1320 W J O E - W S A L - W S T R - K W G - W C P O - W G O L
W S F C - W H I Z - W B I R
1340 W T R C - W L B C - W O K E - W J R I - W K U L - W J O L - W B A C
1400 W I E L - W P A Y - W R D B - W R I C - K U K I
1450 W K R I C - W M F J - W B Y G - W Q S N - W H S C - W F I X - W L A Y
K L B M
1490 K T O B - K B L F - K S Y C - W M J M

THE FOLLOWING HAVE PERMISSION TO MOVE TRANSMITTERS LOCALLY:

1330 W A R C (to W M L P’s site) W F P P G -1450 W E N D -1350

WATCH FOR:

1050 W M N Z, Montezuma, Ga. (August) 1490 WMJ M, Cordelia, Ga. 1 kw, D, July.

Stations have one year from the date of their new permits to comply with them, so that would mean the changes should occur within 11 months of publication in DX NEWS.
The handle and I would like a ride back as far as Phoenix, and to partially rectify my necessary visit radio stations in order to partially understand the West Coast members who share your interest in DXing, visit radio stations in order to partially understand the complications of this necessary part of the hobby, and partake of several superb meals, then to sit home sipping tea when you aren't mowing the grass, then you should be forced to attend! If any West Coast members are also in a position that requires their attendance and would like a ride back as far as Phoenix, you've got one! Karl Raymond and Jim Critchett, I plan to be in your area the end of August. 73 for this time and I'm looking forward to meeting many new DXers at Amarillo!
July 22 1961

Send all "CJPS" To Ev Johnson- 55h-16th ST. Hendota, Ill. In (E.S.T.):

CALL: "REMARKS"

KALB Alexandria La. A.N. Exc. - MON- 1:05-6 a.m. (Schwartz-Cal.:

KSBW Kans S/On MO- 06:00- (Schwartz-Cal.:

KDAV Lubbock Tex S/On )5:30- Mt. Dys. - (Schwartz:

KUGN Eugene Ore. - S/off 02:00- Schwartz-Cal.:

KOGO San Diego Calif- A.N. Except ion- 2-7- Schwartz:

KCFW Montreal Que- S/off at 12nighnt (S.Simmons-Que:

KART Phoenix Ariz Off A.N. S/off 03:00- Schwartz:

KNSD Harris off Cal. S/On Mt. Dys 06:00- Schwartz:

KIDO Boise Ida. S/off 02:00- Schwartz:

KICN Denver Col. to Change Calls Soon-Quick Verify 2. (Godwin)

WNOG N.Charleston S.C R/C is 3rd Tues. - 1:30-4:45- Bowab-Ala.

KARK Little Rock Ark. S/off 02:44- D John- Ill:

WPJM Pittsburgh Iss S/off 04:00- Krael-Ill:

WCRM Clare Mich. has F/C TT-3rd ion-1-1:15- J Brauner-Pa.

KBBS Los Angeles Cal.- S/On 06:00- S/off 10 P.M.-Schwartz:

KKON Tolleson Ariz- S/off Mon.-02:00- W Lewis-Tenn:

KXDR Hayden Conn. S/On 04:30- J Brauner-Pa.:

WJOY Burlington Vt.- S/on 7 days at 04:00- S Simmons-Que:

KSON San Diego Cal.- S/On 08:00- S/off 02:00- Schwartz:

KFAY Princeton Ind.- S/On at 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

KEAT Pittsburgh Pa X-WCAE- A.N. 7 Days.- Simmons-Que:

KDHI 29 Palis Calif. R/C 1st Mon. 2:30- 2:45- Mittler-Godwin:

CKOM Saskatchewan ask now on this Freq- S/off 2:07-F.Mittler-:

WNRV Asheville N.C S/On 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

VDOK Cleveland 0 S/On 04:30- Bowab-Ala.

WEDD Newport News Va.- S/On at 6:00- S/off 7:30 P.M.*Alcott-

WBEC Hampton S.C.- R/c 3rd ion-3:20-3:35- Bowab-:

KCOOK Tulare Calif.- S/On 07:00- Wk Dys- Schwartz-Cal.:

WVRA Hanover Pa. S/On 04:00- Bowab-Ala.:

WANS Anderson S.C S/On 04:30- Bowab-:

WMEM Houltrie Ga S/On at 5:30- Bowab-:

WBO Mayesboro Ga. S/On 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

WAGW Embedded Ga. S/On 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

KLYD Bakersfield Calif. - S/On 07:00 S.S.B then Spanish-Schwartz

CJDC Dawson Creek B.C.- R/S is ' - to 02:00- Schwartz-Cal.:

WLOU Louisville Ky. S/On 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

WPFL Syracuse N.Y.- S/On 03:56- Alcott-Va. (Alcott-

RAG Richmond Va.- S/off 1on-Fri- 00:45-Sat and SUN-00:30:

WODD Lynchburg Va. - S/On 04:30- Bowab-Ala.

WPUP Gainesville Fla. - S/On 05:00- Bowab-Ala.:

WKCW Warrenton Va S/On daily at 04:00- S/off 7:30 P.M.:

WKRG Pulaski Tenn F/C 2nd FRI.- 02:00- F.Mittler-Col.:

WEBL Columbus Ga Off A.N. S/off 01:05- Bowab-:

WPCC Clinton S.C S/On 01:35- Bowab-Ala.:

KLLO Grand Forks N.D S/off 01:05 (D John-Ill:

WENK Phenix City Ala. S/On 05:00- Bowab-

WTHB N Augusta S.C S/On 05:30- Bowab-Ala.:

WZST Tampa Fla. S/On 5:45- Bowab-:

WSKT So.Knoxville Tenn.- S/On 5:15- W Lewis-Tenn:

WOLS Columbus Ga S/On 5:35- F.Mittler-Col.:

WYCL York S.C S/On 5:15- W.Lewis-Tenn:


WORS Orangeburg S.C. S/On 5:15- W Lewis-Tenn.:

WZLL Richmond Va S/on Ion-Fri- 04:00-S/off 7:15-Alcott-

KOGO Chicago Ill(Nights) $/On 05:00- Godwin-Tex.:

WABQ Cleveland 0. S/On 05:00- Godwin-Tex.:

F/Cs Per List:

2nd ion- WOOD-1300-KBNN-1430-KMT-1580- WGGO-1590(Fini
INTERNATIONAL PAGE 1

INTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST
Edited by Fred L. VanVoorhees, Box 132, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

FINAL STANDINGS
Manager: Roger Anderson, 5700 8th Road North, Arlington, Virginia.

EASTERN LEAGUE
1. Ben Dangerfield, Pennsylvania. Adds ZFY, 4YA, Casablanca, Radio Trinidad.............254
2. C. M. Stanbury, Ontario. Adds XEXQ-DX, Springbok Radio, Deutschlandsender........137
3. Kermit Geary, Pennsylvania. No additions..................................................128
4. Roger Anderson, Virginia. No additions......................................................42
5. Frank Wheeler, Pennsylvania. No additions..................................................23
7. Lefty Cooper, New York; Stan Morey, Massachusetts; Carroll Seth, New York. No Entries.................0

CENTRAL LEAGUE
1. Dave Roys, Indiana. Adds Nice I, Lille I, TIMH, XEHK, TW, HCJB-DX, PRH9, LK3, KIKI, IIUA, ZFY.............216
2. Everett Johnson, Illinois. Adds KORE, HCJB-DX, XEAN....................................72
3. Francis Mittler, Colorado. No additions.....................................................57
4. Maurice Mittler, Colorado. No additions....................................................54
5. Jack Hathaway, Texas. No additions..........................................................36
6. Dave Holden, Illinois. No additions............................................................33
7. Larry Codwin, Texas. No entries.................................................................0

WEST COAST LEAGUE
2. Hank Wilkinson, California. Adds CJOC......................................................189
3. Clarence Freeman, California. Adds None....................................................135
4. Norman Maguire, New Mexico. Adds XEHQ-DX................................................95

MOST COUNTRIES VERIFIED IN EACH LEAGUE
2. Dave Roys, Central League---------------20 (5 continents).

Certificates and stamps have been mailed and should be in your hands by this time. Our thanks to Roger Anderson for conducting the contest the past season. Send your comments and suggestions to him for a contest for next season. He will have them compiled and ready for the convention in Amarillo.

DX DOINGS

Unfortunately the deadline for July did not coincide with a good date for me to get the DIGEST done, but I will try to get in the information received from members and hold over any copied material which might be useful.

NORTH AMERICA

PUERTO RICO-**-WRJS (1090) San German, Puerto Rico, is now in operation with a new station using 250 watts unlimited time. (FCC)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC-**-IIUA (1270) "Radio Caribe", ID at 2330. Logged till 2400 with heavy 2SM QRM. (KR)

MEXICO-**-XETRA (690) Tijuana, B. C., heard regularly after 3X1. s/off 0620. XEJY (1550) Jalapa, Ver., s/off 2400. (KR)

SOUTH AMERICA

COLOMBIA-**-HJPP (1250) "Radio Neiva", assigned 1240, logged around 2300. Air veric from Gustavo Hernandez Riveros, administrador, Calle 74 Numoro 5-69, Neiva. (KR) Veric letter received from EJXX "La Voz de Cundinamarca", signed by Enrique Rodriguez R., Cerento. This was for reception on 1125 Kc. last fall but only frequency listed on either the letterhead or accompanying pennant is 1120 Kcs. Thus I believe the transmission heard, which was positively identified, to have been a test. Strong modulation. Hum. Location is Zipaquira, not Bogota. (CMS)

NOTE: NO RC LETTER HEADS IN STOCK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. ONLY RPT FORM.
INTERNATIONAL DIGEST 2

POLAND-** Verie card received from Warsaw for Krakow (1504) and Szczezin (1304). (KR)

HUNGARY-** Verie letter for Balatonszabad (1250) received from Anna Darvas, North American Service. (KR)

INTERNATIONAL WATERS-** Verie card received for SS Voronica. Freq. given as 1563 Kcs. and power when I heard them, 500 watts. Gunther G. C. Horrman is owner and operator. I can't make out his address. Somewhere in Amsterdam. (KR)

U. S. S. R.-** Verie received from Moscow for 746 Kcs. station, Kiev (1169) and Ushgorod (890). (KR)

WEST GERMANY-** Form letter, card, and sked received from Sudwestfunk, Baden-Baden, for Davosburg (1538). (KR)

ASIA

CYPRUS-** Form letter received from Cyprus Broadcasting Corp. for Nicosia (606). (KR)

AFRICA

NORTH VIETNAM-** Form letter verie received for Hanoi (1010). (KR)

PAKISTAN-** Dacca (approx 1165) logged in English at 1015. (KR)

PHILIPPINES-** New stations heard are DZJC (770) s/off 1000. Owned by Manila Broadcasting Co.; DZCB (670), Alto Broadcasting System, Cebu City. (KR); DZBC (660) Cebu City, s/off 1000 as does DZMM (1340) Manila. (KR)

RUSSIA-** Colorful verie card received from KSEX (880) Naha.

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA-** SABC QSL card received specifying reception on both 1286 (Foreign BCB verification #400) and 2350 Kcs. Both the English (Radio South Africa) and Afrikaans Service s/on at 2230 with Bantu. I see no reason why many East Coast DXers shouldn't hear South Africa this fall. (CMS)

OCEANIA

SOLOMON ISLANDS-** VQ0 (1030) Honiara, logged weakly 0350-0430. First time heard here after many attempts. 3DB was unusually weak this particular night. (KR)

REPORTERS

CMS-C. M. Stanbury, Box 212, Crystal Beach, Ontario, Canada. (6/20/61)

GENERAL

Keith reports that he has sent a new Pacific and Asian Log by surface mail. Will be glad to get it, Keith, thanks, and to the rest of you, I'll be glad to share information from it with you when it gets here.

To the gang in Amarillo. Please let me know or write directly to Roy Patrick the name and address of the person to whom he should send a taped message to the convention. Write via air mail please off her to me, or directly to Roy Patrick, 8 Sidney Street, Derby, England. Please do it right now when you read this or it will be too late.

My thanks to Frank Williams of Lynwood, California, for sending the stamps. We can always use them. We will look forward to hearing from you, Frank, after the DX season gets under way.

Regardng the format for next season. The voting as it now stands is 14 in favor of changing to a frequency set-up, and 11 in favor of retaining the continent/country set-up. You can still send me your vote on a postal card, but it must come in before the August bulletin, as we will announce in that bulletin how the DIGEST will be set-up. Let me hear from you as to which method you prefer, and please send the card to me right now, and that is about it for this month. Hope to hear from many of you before the August bulletin goes out. Hope are all having a wonderful summer and getting rested for the DX which will start in another two months.

73

NOTE On Convention sheet it should read, NO CLUB correspondence will be sent out from Buffalo after Aug 15th UNTIL Edge returns from vacation.